The Photographic Section have had
a full programme recording all
landings and launches and processing films after photographic
reconnaissance sorties. Their ubiquitous flashes have also been in
evidence at all sorts of ship's
occasions.
The Met men, too, have kept up
their continuous performance–
putting up with the inevitable legpulling with the patience born of
long suffering. If they have on
occasions been surprised by the
vagaries of the Mediterranean
weather, they are at least not
without august company. Just
now they are enjoying a little retaliation by regaling all and sundry
with tales of horror of the icy
unpleasantness to come.
Meanwhile, the flight-deck parties, as yet quite snug in their
new winter woollies, await with
some concern the signs of the first
ice on the flight-deck, with whispers of fifteen degrees of frost cropping up in all
conversations. At any rate, chipping ice will be
one way of keeping warm.
In completion, we give some hitherto unpublished
extracts from the Air Department's resolutions for
1961:
That Jumbo shall not be allowed to practise the
elephant tango in the silent hours.
That Flyco shall be restricted to Parliamentary
language.
That FDO shall not cause the CSO to be involuntarily struck down on the forward lift.
That for one day in 1961 there shall be a flying
programme that remains unaltered for 24 hours.
That when important private air-mail is sent by
sea, it shall be enclosed in a bottle.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND METEOROLOGICAL SECTIONS

GUIDED WEAPONS SECTION
Many times have the doors of 5V Section been
opened to distinguished visitors to reveal the inner
secrets of these temperature-controlled compartments. Visitors have included two Sea Lords,
three Commanders-in-Chief, five Flag Officers, and
various Senior Officers of other Services.
What is it that draws all the 'visiting Firemen' to
5V? Ark Royal is the first carrier to take the Firestreak air-to-air guided missile to sea operationally.
The practical problems of their stowage, handling
and general maintenance and, of course, their
solutions, are therefore of very great importance.
How successful have these new equipments been?
Ark Royal has shown that, in spite of all the added
complexity of these new systems, they can be
prepared to be available to meet all Sea Vixen
Squadron requirements. The missiles, in conjunction with our latest all-weather fighter, are ready
for use as the ship's first line of defence against air
attack.
Who are the men who do these complex tasks in
5V? They are Air Radio, Electrical and Ordnance
ratings trained at Ariel and Whale Island, working
as a team of specialists. They have not had the
satisfaction of seeing their missiles fired at drone
targets, but they know that they have done a firstrate job in providing the Vixens with all the missiletraining required. They have proved that missile
maintenance at sea is possible and not quite the
'black art' many supposed it to be.
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AIR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

AIR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT ELECTRICAL SECTION

Modern aircraft contain an enormous number of complicated equipments designed to help a pilot control
his aircraft safely and enable it to carry out its designated role. Because of their complexity the equipments
can seldom be repaired, set up, or adjusted on the aircraft itself, but must be removed to specially fittedout workshops for servicing.
In these workshops the tradesmen of the Air Technical Department, the Back Room boys of the Fleet Air
Arm, strip and repair the units and carry out the necessary realignments at precision test benches, to bring
them up to a condition as new.
The tradesmen of the aircraft hydraulic workshop, for example, maintain components such as aircraft landing
gear, actators and dampers, using, amongst other rigs, a test console that is capable of developing a static
pressure of up to 25,000 lb./square inch.

AIR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT—ENGINEERING SECTION
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AIR DEPARTMENT –
OPERATIONS ROOM AND
HANGAR DIVISIONS

There is an enormous amount of work involved in aircraft servicing. The Instrument workshop, fitted out
for dealing with items such as air-speed indicators, altimeters, compasses, oxygen regulators and cameras,
completed over 1,900 jobs in 1960 with a staff of three.
The servicing problems faced by the Electronics workshop staff can be illustrated by the fact that in one
aircraft radar set alone there are over four hundred valves.
The Air Technical Department is not, however, restricted to dealing solely with high-precision engineering.
Servicing aircraft wheels, for example, is a very important task, and nearly four hundred new tyres have been
fitted during the commission. The maintenance of the motor transport, mobile crane, fork lifts, electric
generators, compressors, jacks and hoists are but a portion of the miscellany of additional servicing
responsibilities.
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DIRECTION OFFICERS

THE N.D. DEPARTMENT
Our motto (on the right) includes the RPs
and, even though there isn't much to toot about
in the ADR, the Royal Marine bandsmen as
well. It also describes fairly well where the
ship and aeroplanes go and where our various
plots like to make out that they've gone.
The photographs show most of the people who
work in the A10 (both terms are used in their
loosest sense), some have been rated up or
have left us for other reasons before they could
be photographed — in particular, Petty Officer
Draper, now on SD Course.

R.P. RATINGS
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Our real thanks for a happy and efficient
fighting unit should go to Nick's Café, which
has produced, at a rough estimate, twenty
thousand cups of coffee so far; much of this has
had to be carefully scraped from the insides of
delicate machinery by ILO and his staff, for
which we thank them, the coffee so saved has
made us an enormous profit.

63 C.B.G.L. SECTION
This highly specialised and individual section
of the ship's air department has always lived
up to the exacting standards set by its predecessors in other carriers. Being compact
and highly mobile, it has carried out its
liaison duties with distinction, both on and
off the battlefield.
The various Army support exercises have
provided the highlights of the commission
leading up to the support phase of 'Swordthrust'. These have, of course, involved a
lot of work preparing maps and intelligence
generally, but a great deal of satisfaction has
come from the results. In particular, the
`Pink Gin' series of exercises produced
particular progress in the establishment of
procedures for the carrier support of ground
forces.
Off the field, progress has been equally well
marked, even at Palermo.
We congratulate Captain Holmes-Higgin,
R.A., on his engagement.

63 C.B.G.L. SECTION
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THE ROYAL MARINES

ROYAL MARINE DETACHMENT

That mine of useful and interesting material 'The Queen's Regulations and Admiralty Instructions' reveals
that Royal Marines are embarked in ships toMan part of the armament.
Land for internal security raids.
Undertake military duties.
Man ships' boats.
Provide sentries and ceremonial guards.
Carry out all possible duties in the ship.
It is sad that the greatly reduced numbers has prevented the present detachment from providing a boat's
crew, but the remainder of the list has been tackled with traditional precision.
It is true that to date the need for internal security forces and for military raids has not arisen 'in anger',
but exercise landings have been carried out in Malta and also in conjunction with Army support exercises
in Cyprus. Both of these have been by helicopter, and a satisfying level of efficiency in operating in this
way has been established.
Several ceremonial occasions
have seen the Guard and Band
paraded with the expected
degree of smartness and precision. Beating Retreat in the
hangar at Barcelona and on the
flight-deck at Gibraltar were
occasions which will be long
remembered by our visitors.
The Band has been appreciated,
too, in its less glamorous
moments at Divine Service on
the quarter-deck, at ship's concerts of various sorts, and for
its lilting music on the flightdeck during replenishments.
In accordance with tradition,
the Detachment has been entrusted with the cleanliness of
the after flats. This may not
be a particularly glamorous
function, but these have shone
with rather more than the
traditional sparkle — a matter
on which our visitors have not
been slow to remark.
MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK
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800 NAVAL AIR SQUADRON
800 Squadron –the premier naval air
squadron –formed at Lossiemouth on
Ist July, 1959, with six Scimitar aircraft
under the command of Lieut.-Comdr.
D. P. Norman, A.F.C., R.N. The Squadron then commenced an eight-month
work-up at Lossiemouth culminating in
flying on board Ark Royal on 3rd March,
1960. This was an historic occasion,
since two previous 800 Squadrons had
been embarked in the third and fourth
Ark Royals – one in 1940 equipped with
Skuas, under the command of Lieut.
R. M. Smeeton, R N. (now Flag Officer
Aircraft Carriers), and the second,
more recently in 1957, equipped with
Seahawks.
After this mass embarkation the ship
steamed southward whilst we found
our way around our new home – no
mean feat – and four days later found
ourselves in the sunshine of Gibraltar,
with the delights of the 'Panama' once
again at hand and the mystery of La
Linea just across the border. What a
change from the frozen wastes of
Lossiemouth!

SCIMITAR LANDING

And then to work! This included lowlevel photo reconnaissance, low-level
bombing and ground attack –the latter
necessitating numerous sorties firing
rockets, bombs and cannon at 'splash'
targets towed astern of the ship. Much
of this proved a novelty to many of the
Squadron, who had not seen their aircraft in action before. During one of
the NATO exercises off Cyprus we had
our first (and last – touch wood!) serious
accident, when Lieut. Banfield landed
his aircraft into the nylon barrier with
undercarriage trouble. Fortunately, the
damage was limited to the aircraft.
From time to time there were short
breaks in the flying filled by fleeting
visits to some of the attractive Mediterranean ports. Toulon, where some of
the luckier ones got along the coast to
see the Monaco Grand Prix; Barcelona,
where we enjoyed some good bullfighting; Athens, where it was far too
hot; and finally Palma, which we will
all thoroughly recommend; stand out
clearly in retrospect.
By this time we had a new Senior Pilot,
as Lieut.-Commander Young, R.N., had
relieved Lieut.-Commander Mills, who
had left us for the military precision of
Whale Island.
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The ship then returned to Northern waters and the Squadron, donning its winter
woollies, was soon flying in excessively high latitudes during Exercise 'Swordthrust'.
After this we returned to Lossiemouth to take some well-earned leave and to complete a fifty per cent change-over.
We re-embarked at the end of October to find a full load of families on board to
watch the aircraft arrive. Then back to the Mediterranean sunshine and more flying –
and more flying. Christmas was spent in Malta, which might not have been quite
what we all wanted but we made the most of it. After three weeks in Grand Harbour
we were glad to be under way again.
In the future we have a visit to Lisbon to look forward to, followed by c-cold-weather
trials in the Davis Strait, and a four-day visit to New York. After that we disembark
to Lossiemouth for the remainder of the year to become the Naval Trials and Display
Squadron, and we shall be seen at Farnborough in early September at the SBAC show.

807 SQUADRON —
PORT WATCH
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